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ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT IN QUASICRYSTALSYu. Kh. Vekilov *, E. I. Isaev **, D. V. LivanovTheoretial Physis Department, Mosow Steel and Alloys Institute117936, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 10 July 2001Mobility of eletrons in quasirystals is onsidered in the framework of the frational Fermi surfae model, i.e., amultionneted FS with many eletron�hole pokets. The Mott law for the variable range hopping ondutivityis obtained when intervalley sattering proesses with small momentum transfer are taken into aount. Thetransition to the power law temperature dependene is disussed.PACS: 72.80.Tm, 71.23.Ft1. INTRODUCTIONQuasirystals are materials that have a long-rangeaperiodi atomi order and rotational symmetries thatare rystallographially forbidden for periodi stru-tures (e.g. �ve-, eight-, ten-, and twelwe-fold rotationalaxes). Quasirystals (QC's) usually are the intermetal-li alloys, but their physial properties di�er from thoseof the rystalline and amorphous metalli phases. Likemetals, quasirystals have a nonzero eletroni ontri-bution to the spei� heat, although it is smaller thanthe value alulated within the free-eletron model. Atthe same time, the eletroni resistivity of quasirys-tals at low temperature is anomalously high and in-reases with inreasing the strutural order and an-nealing the defets. The highest resistivity of all theknown quasirystals ours in iosahedral (i) Al-Pd-Re quasirystal, where the value of resistivity at 4.2 Kexeeds 1 
 � m. Large values of the resistivity ra-tio R = �(4:2 K)=�(295 K), up to 200, are also ob-served for this material (the values of R are 1.1 fori-Al-Li-Cu, up to 2 for i-Al-Cu-Fe, and about 4 for Al-Cu-Ru), whih shows how perfet the sample is [1�5℄.In ontrast to the Matissen rule, where the resistivitiesare additive, the ondutivity of quasirystals behavesas � = �(0) + ��(T ) over a wide range of tempera-tures, where �(0) is the residual ondutivity at zerotemperature, and ��(T ) represents the T -dependentpart. Usually, �(0) inreases with the strutural disor-*E-mail: vekilov�linux.trf.misa.a.ru**E-mail: isaev�linux.trf.misa.a.ru

der and ��(T ) inreases with inrerasing the temper-ature as ��(T ) / T � [1�3℄. In a series of i-Al-Pd-Resamples with di�erent R, Gignoux et al. [3℄ obtained1 < � < 1:5 in the temperature range from 7 K to700 K. Piere et al. [4℄ measured the �(T ) dependeneof several i-Al-Pd-Re samples (with various R ratio)and found the power-law dependene with � in therange 0.5 to 1 for temperatures from 0.45 K to 3 K.Di�erent explanations of the transport properties ofquasirystals have been proposed. Muh attention hasbeen given to the power-law temperature dependene of�(T ). The role of the pseudogap in the density of states(DOS) at the Fermi level, the role of quantum inter-ferene e�ets (weak loalization and eletron-eletroninterations), proximity to the metal�insulator transi-tion, the spiky struture of the eletroni spetrum, andthe ritiality of wave funtions have been disussed inonnetion with this problem (see the review artilesby Poon [1℄ and Rapp [2℄). Fujiwara et al. [6, 7℄ triedto obtain the �(T ) dependene on the basis of the bandstruture and Fermi surfae (FS) alulations for rys-talline approximants. Maia [8℄ gave a phenomenolog-ial desription of �(T ) based on the DOS model thattakes the pertinent experimental results into aount.The problem was analyzed by Burkov et al. [9℄, whoused the frational FS model, i.e., a multionneted FSwith many eletron�hole pokets. They onsidered theintravalley and intervalley sattering proesses in orderto explain the power-law dependene of �(T ). Theyalso predited a zero value of � at T = 0 K for theperfet QC (with no sattering enters) and a smallresidual ondutivity for �dirty� QC.203



Yu. Kh. Vekilov, E. I. Isaev, D. V. Livanov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002Currently, the physial origin of the high resistiv-ity of intermetalli quasirystalline alloys ompared toother systems omposed only of metals is not well un-derstood, and this has hallenged the experimentaliststo examine the possibility of a metal�insulator transi-tion (MIT) in quasirystalline systems and to investi-gate whether these materials are metalli. Reent ex-periments on the perfet iosahedral Al70:5Pd21Re3:5quasirystals have shown that at low temperatures,their ondutivity follows the Mott law for the variablerange hopping (VRH) ondutivity,� = �0 exp [�(T0=T )p℄ ; (1)where p = 1/4 [10�13℄. The temperature rangewhere the Mott law is ful�lled was found to be 0.45�10 K, 0.02�0.6 K, and 0.5�7 K aording to Guoand Poon [10℄, Delahaye et al. [12℄, and Wang etal. [13℄, respetively. In i-Al70:5Pd21Re8:5�xMnx, itwas found that the VRH inluding the Coloumb in-teration (p = 1=2) an desribe the experimental datafor 2 < x < 4 [10℄. The experimental data on bulki-Al-Pd-Re samples are rather ontraditory. Di�er-ent authors quote di�erent values of T0. Aording toRefs. [10, 11, 13℄, T0 reahes 100 K and is higher forsamples with higherR. On the other hand, in Ref. [12℄,the very low value of T0 � 1 mK was given. However,the lowest temperature reahed in this experiment was20 mK and the value of T0 was determined by extrapo-lation. Moreover, in Ref. [10℄, a small but �nite value of�(0) was obtained, although it dereased with inreas-ing the perfetness of the sample [11℄. At the sametime, in Refs. [12, 13℄, the ondutivity was �tted toEq. (1) without inluding any extra �(0) term, whileit was used by Guo and Poon [10℄ in order to analysetheir experimental data on ondutivity. We note thatthe presene of a residual ondutivity is quite possi-ble, beause the di�erent ondutivity hannels in QCare parallel, and a nearly vanishing ondutivity �(0)annot hide the VRH ondutivity.The ourrene of the Mott law (Eq. (1)) showsthat eletroni states in QC are loalized and the sam-ple is on the insulating side of the MIT. Qualitatively,the possible role of the hopping ondution betweenloalized states in QC at low temperatures have beenpreviously disussed by several authors on experimen-tal grounds [1, 3, 5, 14℄. Poon [1℄, Piere et al. [14℄,and Mayou et al. [5℄ disussed the possibility of ex-plaining the power-law dependene of � by a hoppingmehanism taking the ritiality of the wave funtionsinto aount. Janot [15℄ onsidered this problem inthe framework of the hierarhial luster model andpredited the ondutivity that sales roughly as T 3=2.

But the loalization lengths � obtained experimentally(we reall that T0 / ��3 in aordane with the Motttheory) are muh larger than the separation, � 20Å, ofthe ideal lusters that are assumed to be struture unitsbetween whih the eletrons hop in the Janot model. Inaddition, in the subsequent paper [16℄, Janot proposedthat � : : : the power law T � may be lost experimen-tally beause of extrinsi e�ets due to strutural de-fets, boundaries, and periodi approximant distorsionwhih may restore the T�1=4 law of the Mott model�.That is, the existene of the Mott law was related tothe presene of disorder in QC, whih ontradits theexperimental data. A rather interesting but unrealis-ti idea was put forward by Rivier and Durand [17℄based on the results obtained for the one-dimensionalmodel. In order to obtain the VRH ondutivity, theysuggested that the eletroni struture of a quasirystallooks somewhat similar to highly doped, p-type semi-ondutors, but no reliable explanation of the Mott law,Eq. (1), for quasirystals was given.In this paper, we proeed on the ground of the bandstruture theory to explain the VRH ondutivity inQC. Although the Bloh theorem does not apply to aquasirystal the ideas of the band struture theory anbe used to desribe the transport properties of QC,with the quasirystalline state onsidered as a stru-tural limit of a sequene of rational periodi approxi-mants with inreasing periods. Therefore, we take theband struture e�ets into aount that are spei� forthe quasirystalline symmetry and use the frationalFermi surfae model [9℄ to explain the origin of theVRH ondutivity in QC. However, the hopping meh-anism of ondutivity involves hops between loalizedstates, and we therefore begin with the disussion ofthe nature of loalization in the regular and perfetQC without phasons and other distortions.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, the lo-alization of eletrons in quasirystals is disussed. TheVRH ondutivity is disussed in Se. 3. In Se. 4, therossover to the power-law temperature dependene ofondutivity is onsidered.2. LOCALIZATION OF ELECTRONS INQUASICRYSTALSFor amorphous alloys, granular metal �lms, anddoped semiondutors the eletroni loalization playsan important role in the low-temperature eletrontransport. For the above systems, the loalization ofeletrons is known to arise from disorder. But the ob-jet of our disussion is the origin of loalization in204



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Eletroni transport in quasirystalsQC. The Al-Pd-Re QC is a highly ordered materialwith very sharp X-ray di�ration spots, and as men-tioned above, improving the perfetion of the quasilat-tie order has been found to lead to inreasing of theresistivity.The experimental results for i-Al-Pd-Re show thatat low temperatures, the regular and perfet quasirys-tal behaves as a material in the Fermi-glass state, thatis, the DOS is �nite at the Fermi level, but the ele-trons are loalized. This loalization in a QC is a on-sequense of the oherent interferene of the eletronistates aused by the spei� symmetry and the stru-ture of the material, and the more perfet the materialis, the more loalized the eletrons are. Whereas ina disordered metal or a heavily doped semiondutor,the origin of the loalization is the destrution of thephase ohereny of the wave funtions due to disor-der (the Anderson loalization), in the QC, the phaseohereny of the wave funtions is the main soure ofloalization. The following simple observations an jus-tify this onlusion.First, within the six-dimensional periodi desrip-tion of the iosahedral struture, it is obvious that eahsattering wave vetor in the quasirystal orrespondsto a reiproal wave vetor in the periodi strutureof a higher dimension. Thus, the set of the reiproallattie vetors densely �lls the reiproal spae of thequasirystal, and all the eletron states at the Fermilevel have zero group veloity (the standing waves) dueto the Bragg re�etions (evidently, with di�erent inten-sities), i.e., due to the onstrutive interferene of theeletron states at the Fermi level.Seond, it is onvenient to eluidate this piture byonsidering the quasirystal as a strutural limit of a se-quene of rational approximants (rystal analogs) withan inreasing lattie period. The Brillouin zone (BZ)volume is diminished with inreasing the order of theapproximant beause the lattie period inreases, andthe BZ volume beomes in�nitely small (� h3) in thequasirystalline limit. Therefore, employing the usualapproah to the onstrution of the FS [18℄, one an seethat in the hierarhy of higher-order approximants, theenergy bands are folded down and the FS beomes fra-tional in the quasirystalline limit, namely, it is mul-tionneted with a large number of eletron and hole�pokets�, and for atomially ordered perfet QC aswas pointed out by Poon [1℄, the eletron states mustbe loalized at zero temperature, beause the strong lo-alization ondition kiF l � 1 (where l is the mean freepath and kiF is Fermi momentum) is satis�ed for theeletrons in eah valley i. Therefore, eah valley playsa role similar to that of a loalization enter in a disor-

dered objet. Hene, there is a formal analogy betweena well-ordered quasiperiodi objet with a frational FSand a disordered metal or a heavily doped semiondu-tor. This analogy helps one to explain the ourene ofthe Mott law in perfet quasirystals at very low tem-peratures, beause the eletrons in loalized states anpartiipate in ondutivity only via hopping betweenloalization sites.3. VRH CONDUCTIVITY IN QCMott was the �rst to point out that at low temper-atures, the most frequent hopping proess would notbe the hopping to a nearest neighbour [19℄. To ex-plain the ondution with an ativation energy mono-tonially dereasing with dereasing the temperature,Mott proposed a model where in strongly loalized sys-tems with a su�iently high density of states N(EF )near the Fermi level, the states that are optimal forondution aumulate loser and loser to the Fermilevel as T dereases. Thus, the ativation energy de-reases, while the hop length grows with dereasing thetemperature. The simplest arguments were as follows.Within a radius R around a given site, the total numberof eletron states near the Fermi energy is4�3 R3N(EF ); (2)and the lowest ativation energy�E for a hopping pro-ess at the distane R is reiproal to Eq. (2),�E = 34� 1R3N(EF ) : (3)Therefore, �E dereases with inreasing the hoppingrange. But hopping by a large distane involves tun-neling with the probability proportional to exp(�2�R),where 1=� = � is the deay length of the loalized wavefuntion. Therefore, there exists an optimum hoppingdistane Ropt, for whih the expressionexp(�2�R) exp(��E=kBT ) (4)has a maximum. This maximum ours at the mini-mum value of the exponent2�R+ 34�R3 1N(EF )kBT ; (5)whih givesRopt = � 98�N(EF )�kBT �1=4 : (6)205



Yu. Kh. Vekilov, E. I. Isaev, D. V. Livanov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002Inserting Ropt in (4), we obtain that the hopping prob-ability, and hene the ondutivity, is given by Eq. (1)with p = 1=4 and T0 � 1�3 N(EF ) : (7)We now onsider the quasirystalline state. In thefrational FS model with a pratially in�nite numberof valleys, all the eletrons in the atomially orderedquasirystal are loalized at zero temperature. At a�nite temperature, the sattering of an eletron froma partiular valley to the state in a neighboring val-ley an our not only due to thermal exitation butalso due to tunneling via the gap formed by Bragg re-�etions. At very low temperatures, the proess witha higher probability is the sattering with a small mo-mentum transfer; in the real spae, that orresponds toa hopping by a large distane. But the tunneling andorrespondingly, the large-distane hopping is a nees-sary proess for the VRH mehanism. Thus, followingthe Mott proedure [19℄ and using expression (5), weimmediately obtain Eq. (1). The Mott formalism usu-ally fails when R < � or T0 < T . But in the ase ofa quasirystal, it is always possible to �nd a state forwhih T0 < T , even though R > �. As a matter of fat,the material with a frational FS has a hierarhy ofloalization lengths. Therefore, the harateristi tem-perature T0 an hange from sample to sample in anarbitrary way.This mesosopial situation is typial of QC andonventional disordered systems in the viinity ofMIT [20℄. It is known that in amorphous alloys andheavily doped semiondutors, the eletron wave fun-tions show a harateristi hange from loalized to ex-tended behavior beause of this transition. This or-responds to a hange from the states that do not en-able transport in the limit of vanishing temperature tothe states that do, thereby distinguishing the insulat-ing and metalli harater. In the loalized regime, thespatial behavior of the wave funtions is usually de-sribed by an exponential deay length re�eting thespatial extent of the wave funtion, whereas on themetalli side, the wave funtions are extended. As theMIT is approahed, the loalization length diverges.Close to the MIT, the loalization length is alreadymuh greater than the numerially aessible systemsize, and therefore, there an be no diret re�etion ofthe loalization in the alulated eigenstates. Exatlyat the MIT, where the harateristi length sale is ab-sent, the eigenstates show fratal harateristis andthe wave funtions are ritial. However, harateriz-ing the eigenstates and wave funtions at the transition

point requires a more general onept of multifratality.This implies that di�erent parts of the same eigenstatemust sale with di�erent exponents, thus extending thesimple fratal piture that omprised only one salingexponent. Shriber and Grussbah found that at therytial point of the 3D Anderson model, strong �u-tuations of the wave funtion amplitudes display themultifratal harater on all length sales and the sin-gularity spetrum of the ritial wave funtion does notdepend on the system size [21℄. The same state is typ-ial of QC [11℄. As shown in Ref. [22℄, most of thewave funtions in a three-dimensional iosahedral QCare ritial and their eletroni spetrum ontains a sin-gular part. The situation is mesosopi, and it is pos-sible to experimentally obtain di�erent values of T0 fordi�erent samples (see Refs. [10�13℄). We also note thatthe frational FS model implies that the VRH meha-nism eases to work beginning with some �min, whentunneling probability beomes negligibly small.The VRH mehanism in the frational FS model de-pends on the struture of the FS; for a perfet material,the VRH ondutivity must always exist in bulk sam-ples and in �lms. Reently, it was shown by Rosenbaumet al. [23℄ that some thin (2200Å) iosahedral �lmsof Al72Pd20Re8 prepared by magnetron sputtering ex-hibit insulating transport properties down to 0.07Kwhere their resistivity follows an ativated Mott VRHlaw. Although we did not onsider the role of eletron�eletron interations, it is possible to assume that withdereasing the temperature, the Mott law (T�1=4) isfollowed by the Efros�Shklovskii law (T�1=2). Al-though it is di�ult to distinguish between T�1=4 andT�1=2 dependenes experimentally, one ould observethis rossover on the high-quality i-Al-Pd-Re sampleswith a high resistane ratio R.In ontrast to the Anderson loalization, the loal-ization of eletrons in quasirystals is due to onstru-tive interferene (phase oherene) of the wave fun-tions and is unstable with respet to small perturba-tions [22℄. The system an therefore be driven to themetalli side of MIT by inreasing the temperature orthe number of imperfetions. Moreover, in a �dirty�objet at the temperatures larger than approximately10 K, the eletroni states are smeared by the inelastisattering proesses that wash out the �ne details ofthe FS with a large number of pokets and lead to theFS with an e�etively �nite number of pokets, depend-ing on the perturbations [13℄. When the number of FSpokets is �nite, the VRH mehanism does not work,and the rossover to another temperature dependenemust our.206



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Eletroni transport in quasirystals4. HIGH-TEMPERATURE CONDUCTIVITYIn a real quasirystal one must take the smearingof eletron states in the momentum spae into aount.Beause the energy of a quasipartile is de�ned with theunertainity Æ" � max (T; ~=�), where T is the temper-ature and � is the eletron relaxation time, the splittingof the FS within the proedure desribed above makessense as long as the harateristi size of the poketsis larger than Æ". This leads to the FS with a �nitenumber of eletron�hole pokets with the size of thepoket de�ned by the unertainity of the eletron en-ergy. This also leads to a nonmetalli regime of theondutivity aused by an intravalley sattering. Atthese onditions, the VRH mehanism does not work,beause the intervalley sattering with the small mo-mentum transfer is ine�etive. On the ontrary, themomentum transfer that is now required for the inter-valley sattering is large (of the order 1=a, where a isthe quasilattie onstant). In the FS model with a �-nite number of valleys, the temperature-dependent on-dutivity is governed by the intravalley and intervalleyproesses. As shown in Ref. [9℄, � is inversely pro-portional to the sattering relaxation time and shouldinrease with inreasing the temperature aording to apower law dependene. However, the high-temperatureregion (T > u=a � �D, where u is the sound veloity,and �D is the Debye temperature) has not been onsid-ered previously, and we now appropriately analyze thisregime. In this region, the temperature dependene of� is governed by the eletron�phonon intervalley sat-tering proesses and a sharp derease of the eletron�phonon sattering time should be observed, aompa-nied by the orresponding hange in the harater ofondutivity.We onsider the probability for an eletron with themomentum k in a tiny poket of the Fermi surfae tobe sattered by a phonon to the free eletron state withthe momentum k0. This probability is given byw(k;k0) = g2(K) �Æ(�k0 � �k � ~!q)n0qf0k(1� f0k0) ++ Æ(�k0 � �k + ~!q)(n0q + 1)f0k0(1� f0k)� : (8)Here, K = k0 � k, q + g = k0 � k (where g is a re-iproal lattie vetor), !q is the phonon energy, nq isthe Bose�Einstein distribution, fk is the Fermi�Diradistribution, and g(K) = �(ne=EF )(Ke)=pNiMi!q isthe matrix element of the eletron�phonon interation,where ne is the eletron density at the Fermi level, eis the phonon polarization vetor, Ni and Mi are theion density and mass, respetively (in the ase wherethe Fermi surfae poket is onsidered as a sphere of

the diameter �0, we have ne=EF = 2�=3). To obtainthe eletron�phonon relaxation time �0, we must inte-grate Eq. (8) over k and k0. This integration proedureis similar to those for the eletron�phonon relaxationtime alulation in usual metals: the integration overthe modulus of k0 eliminates the delta funtion; the in-tergration of the Fermi distribution funtion over themodulus of k gives the so-alled strutural fator. Theremaining angular integrations an then be easily re-dued to an integral over the angle � between the ve-tors k and k0. After the �nal integration over �, we�nd the equation for �0 for the hypothetial metal withone tiny valley,��10 = k0q6D�2mNiMi�D � T�D�5 �� �D=TZ0 z5(1� e�z)(ez � 1) ; (9)where qD and �D are the Debye wave vetor and tem-perature, respetively. For the objet with the N -omponent Fermi surfae under the onditions of thevalley uniformity, we obtain ��1e�ph = N��10 , where Nis a parameter of the model. The e�etive number Nof the FS eletron�hole pokets an be estimated us-ing X-ray or eletron di�ration experiments, from theamount of the main strong Bragg re�etions that sat-isfy the ondition G = 2kF (G is a vetor of the six-dimensional reiproal lattie) [1℄, inluding the multi-pliity fator.In disussing the appliation of these relations toquasirystals, one should remember that the eletron�phonon interation an hange the eletron momentumonly by a small amount, of the order T=u. We againnote that a large momentum transfer is neessary forthe intervalley sattering to oure. Hene, there existsa harateristi temperature T � � u=a � �D, belowwhih the phonons are unable to satter the eletronsfrom one poket to another, thereby permitting onlythe intravalley proesses. Aordingly, the eletron�phonon sattering mehanism is ine�etive for the tem-peratures T < T � beause Eq. (7) does not ontain thefator N � 1. Hene, we an neglet the eletron�phonon sattering in the low-temperature region andonsider the high-temperature limit of Eq. (9) only.The integral in Eq. (9) is then proportional to (�=T )4and we �nd that the eletron�phonon relaxation timeat high temperatures is given by��1e�ph � Nq4k0(NiMiu2m)�1T:Beause the probability of the eletron sattering byphonons is linear in T , it is easy to show, using the207



Yu. Kh. Vekilov, E. I. Isaev, D. V. Livanov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002results of Ref. [13℄, that the temperature dependeneof the ondutivity at high temperatures must be lin-ear. We note that aording to some experimental data,the �(T ) dependene at high temperatures for somei-quasirystals is indeed nearly linear [2, 24, 25℄.We �nally estimate the ondutivity at zero tem-perature. The relaxation of the eletroni momentumon the strutural imperfetions results in a �nite valueof �, in analogy with metalli systems. On the otherhand, it was found that �(0) is proportional to the on-entration of the strutural imperfetions, in ontrastto the usual metalli Drude-like ondutivity [9℄,�(0) � e2~�1N2m2nimpjU0j2;where jU0j is the amplitude of the Born satteringof an eletron by the strutural defets, m is theeletron mass, and nimp is the onentration of de-fets. To hek the agreement of the predited datawith the experimental ones, we numerially estimatethe magnitude of �(0). With the rough assumptionsjU0j � 10�8 m (atomi radius) and nimp � 1022 m�3,we immediately obtain �(0) � 10 N2 [
�1 � m�1℄. ForN , we an assume a reasonable value of about one hun-dred [1℄, whih gives the reasonable estimation for �(0).For the imperfetion onentration nimp � 10�5, �(0)is about 1 
�1�m�1, whih approximately orrespondsto the experimental values for the perfet Al-Pd-Re al-loys with the high resistane ratio R [2℄.5. CONCLUSIONWe have onsidered a �senario� in whih theband struture e�ets, namely the onstrutive in-terferene of wave funtions due to Bragg re�etions,are responsible for the loalization of the eletrons,and onsequently, for the eletron transport in qua-sirystals. The Fermi surfae of an atomially orderedperfet iosahedral quasirystal (suh as i-Al-Pd-Re)at zero temperature ontains an in�nite number ofeletron�hole pokets where the eletrons are loal-ized. In this ase, the VRH mehanism of ondutivityshould be operative, beause the intervalley satteringproesses with small momentum transfer are available.The Mott law is obtained for the low-temperatureregion taking the intervalley tunneling transitions intoaount. We note that the importane of interbandtunneling transitions was previously pointed out inRef. [26℄; reently, Kraj�i and Hafner [27℄ emphasizedthe signi�ane of these transitions for the eletrontransport in QC. With inreasing the temperatureand QC imperfetions, the FS e�etively ontains a
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